1994 525i

Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing
Details. Pleased to present this nice BMW i E34 with under 70k miles from new. These are great
driving vehicles with plenty of room and power to be enjoyed by the driver. These cars were
built to motor down the Autobahn along with enjoying the countryside roads in style. Vehicle is
nicely equipped with; leather seats, power seats, power windows and mirrors, power sunroof,
cruise control, 15in alloy wheels, and CD Changer. The stunning and rare Calypso Red Metallic
is an eye catcher along with the beige leather interior. Vehicle drives nice with low miles and all
lights functioning properly. Vehicle was recently serviced along with front end tie rods and
alignment. Vehicle shows well for its age and will provide plenty of miles and enjoyment for the
next owner. Accompanied with the car are two keys, remote key fob, full tools, spare tire, slight
window tint and clean CarFax. Feel it again with this good-look. We do not take personal checks
or credit cards! Customers make the trip from Greenville and Jacksonville because we are the
new Chrysler, Dodge, Jeep, Ram, Mitsubishi and Subaru dealership in the area that not only
provides an array of quality products and services, but customer care that is unmatched! Here,
at Riverside Chrysler, Dodge, Jeep, Ram, Mitsubishi and Subaru dealership, you can count on
the integrity of our used car collection. Have good credit? We work with several lenders to get
you the best rate. Not to worry. You name it, We accept it!!! Easy weekly payments deducted
directly from your checking or savings and there is no penalty for early payoffs! Sales tax and
registration are included in your down payment. Hurry before it goes! Call Today for Great
Financing Rates! It is equipped with a 5 Speed Automatic transmission. It is offered with a
Service Contract available. Best of all the price you see is the price you pay. No haggling. No
back and forth. No pressure. And this price is so good it is guaranteed. Subject to certain terms
and conditions. See store for details. Some restrictions apply. The 5 Series iA has been lightly
driven and there is little to no wear and tear on this vehicle. The care taken on this gently used
vehicle is reflective of the ,mi put on this BMW. Based on the superb condition of this vehicle,
along with the options and color, this BMW 5 Series iA is sure to sell fast. You've found the one
you've been looking for. Your dream car. Click for more information, Call to set up an
appointment, or better yet, come on down to Toyota of Cerritos and get behind the wheel for a
test drive today! Disinfectant methods or claims should not be deemed to state or imply these
products can eliminate or prevent transmission of any virus, illness or disease. COM for more
information. Odometer is miles below market average! We pre-discount our cars, so you do not
need to worrying if you got the best price! We buy cars! We utilized cutting edge software which
pulls data from every major auto website. Our goal is to price our cars low enough to sell within
30 days. This means you get our best price without having worry if you paid too much. This
BMW 5 Series 4dr i features a 2. It is equipped with a 8 Speed Automatic transmission. The
vehicle is Black Sapphire Metallic with a Black interior. It is offered with the remaining factory
warranty. Number of Previous Owners: Owner count not provided. Autobyzack Inc is honored to
present a wonderful example of pure vehicle design You appreciate the finer things in life, the
vehicle you drive should not be the exception. Style, performance, sophistication is in a class of
its own with this stunning BMW 5 Series i. The quintessential BMW -- This BMW 5 Series i
speaks volumes about its owner, about uncompromising individuality, a passion for driving and
standards far above the ordinary. You can finally stop searching There is no reason why you
shouldn't buy this BMW 5 Series i. It is incomparable for the price and quality. A Bluestar
inspection has been completed on this vehicle. Where Smart Money Goes! Welcome to
Prestman Auto, a family owned and operated dealership that has been in business since How
many others can say the same? We have been the leader in top quality branded title vehicles
sold nationwide and we have thousands of happy customers who buy again and again from us.
Additional fees, state fees, and dealer doc fees are in addition to the price listed. Dealer Number
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only
relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local
listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Type Sedan 5, Station Wagon 7. Trim i 13 xi 3 i i
xDrive xi 3 e 22 e iPerformance e xDrive 5 e xDrive iPerformance i 1, i xDrive 1, xi 6 d 16 d xDrive
12 i i xDrive xi 9 d xDrive 4 i i xDrive i 4 i 55 i xDrive 47 ActiveHybrid 5 1 Mi xDrive Engine Type
Diesel 31 Gas 4, Hybrid Cylinders 4 cylinders 3, 6 cylinders 1, 8 cylinders Fuel Economy.
Electric Range 10 mi 30 mi. Electric Range. Vehicle Listing Details Listings with recent price
drops. Recently added listings. No accidents. Price Drop. Frame damage. New Listing. Know
The Deal. Showing 1 - 18 out of 5, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. I researched theses older
BMW's. The engine reliability and overall quality were praised heavily. I have not been
dissapointed! I look forward to driving it every day. I can see why BMW has earned a great
reputation over the years. Styling is still appealing on the car and it has been extremely reliable
with only normal wear items needing replacing. Fun to drive. My goal was to get a year max out
of it. After 4 months, I am now thinking of seriously keeping it for as long as possible. Read

more. Read less. Sign Up. I always felt the E34 is probably the best-looking 5 Series yes, even
considering the E39 -- I love the boxy, purposeful look, and I think these cars have aged very
gracefully. This is a fantastic example of a nice E34, touting tremendously low mileage, one
owner from new, and a rare and cool exterior color. It's also offered by one of our very best
sellers, so bid with confidence! The seller has serviced the car with an oil and filter change as
well as a general inspection in preparation for sale. The selling dealer acquired this car in
December and has added less than 50 miles to the odometer. A: Unfortunately not. It is also
because our state has fairly strict travel restrictions right now that require quarantine for out of
state travelers. I apologize, because I usually try to be as accommodating as possible, but we
just can't be flexible with this specific matter. We'd be happy to offer tires at our cost and we
will mount and balance them at no charge should the high bidder wish us to do so. Q: Does the
sag on sunroof headliner interfere with opening and closing it? Or is just an aesthetic issue? A:
Just an aesthetic issue. The sunroof works fine. Good luck with bidding! Are there any
available? I suggest you post in the comments section with more details, and perhaps some
users who own similar cars could chime in with their own experiences. You just commented
and need to wait a little while before posting again. To many scam calls these days! DPI93 never
let go! We will give you a phone call shortly to arrange payment, paperwork, and shipping. This
is an exceptional example of the E34 series with its low miles and single ownership!
Congratulations to DPI93 for scooping up this beautiful, classic 5 series! Sell your car with us!
It's easy. Get Started. Ended January 5 at pm Share. Doug's Take I always felt the E34 is
probably the best-looking 5 Series yes, even considering the E39 -- I love the boxy, purposeful
look, and I think these cars have aged very gracefully. The attached AutoCheck vehicle history
report shows no accidents in this car's past. It also shows an odometer discrepancy that
appears to be a clerical error, and that it was registered to the original owner until November A
Carfax report is also included in the photo gallery and indicates a second owner due to the
original owner purchasing the car after the leasing period ended. Unmodified, this i came from
the factory equipped with the Premium Package, power-adjustable front seats, CD changer, a
power sunroof, inch alloy wheels, and more listed below. The third generation E34 5 Series was
produced from until Gasoline-powered engines offered in the E34 spanned several versions of
BMW's straight-6 as well as several V8 and inline-4 models. With its recognizable styling,
practical size, and analog driving experience, the E34 5 Series is considered by enthusiasts to
be one of the last classic BMWs. Power comes from a 2. The engine spins the rear wheels via a
4-speed automatic transmission. Known Flaws The seller notes that this i has been repainted at
some point; no incidents are reported on the AutoCheck or Carfax reports. Rubber cracking
around door handles Curb rash on wheels Paint chipping on valve cover Leather insert missing
from left rear door panel Headliner sagging on sunroof Fabric sagging on rear deck Some rust
on factory tools. Recent Service History The seller has serviced the car with an
ba falcon manual
2001 saturn sl2 transmission
sailboat wiring diagrams
oil and filter change as well as a general inspection in preparation for sale. Ownership History
The selling dealer acquired this car in December and has added less than 50 miles to the
odometer. Reputation Icon 3 View answer. Reputation Icon 1 View answer. A: No. I have no
literature or documentation for this car. Reputation Icon 0 View answer. Q: How much does
maintenance usually cost for these? Sold to. Add a Comment Re: DPI93 Will do. Rachael will be
calling in the next minute or two. Reputation Icon 0 Reply Flag as inappropriate. Reputation Icon
3 Reply Flag as inappropriate. Reputation Icon 2 Reply Flag as inappropriate. Re: DPI93
Awesome! Sciflyer Reputation Icon 1 13h. I already have a for i with 70, miles so I had to get the
little brother! Reputation Icon 4 Reply Flag as inappropriate. Congrats DPI Reputation Icon 1
Reply Flag as inappropriate. Reputation Icon 3 Reply. Reputation Icon 6 Reply Flag as
inappropriate. Congrats DPI93!!!!! Ending soon. Exterior Interior All Photos

